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Loop Quantum Gravity: The Beginning

* Covariant Loop Quantum Gravity, C. Rovelli, F. Vidotto, 2014

Start with Einstein-Hilbert Action:

First problem: can't couple a dirac equation to this! So introduce local frames,
The Tetrads:

Using these, one can convert the EH action into the Holst action:
 



(In general, if you only have 
then this is called BF theory, but it is purely gauge)

To make sure this action still describes General Relativity, one must ensure that:



Abhay Ashtekar 1986
Ashtekar realised that the equations are easier to quantise if instead of considering 4D 
spacetime as a whole, one considers Cauchy surfaces evolving locally in some "time"

On define triads, instead of
tetrads.

And Ashtekar connection:
triad curv.

ext curv

And define Ashtekar Field:



Now it is easier to deal with the Hamiltonian constraint of GR,
with specific parameters, and it is found:

From these operators, eigenvalues of space are obtained. Specifically considering 
triangulated space, one gets 5 commutable operators

with spectra:

(more complicated but discrete)



Fuzzy Tetrahedra

5 eigenvalues found, BUT, tetrahedron needs
6, so still has quantum uncertainty.

Tah-dah! The foundations of space! 



Regge Calculus

Tullio Regge



Spin Networks
Inspired by Penrose, but reused by Rovelli & Smolin

j are eigenvalues of representations
of group elements and v's are 
intertwiners

*Zakopane Lectures, Rovelli arxiv 1102.3660



Spin Foams



EPRL Model

Seems to suggest that in semiclassical limit



Loop Quantum Cosmology



Schwarzschild

There has to be a better way!



Kruskal-Szekeres Metric



Penrose Diagram



Interior metric and ray tracing map, P. Martin-Dussaud, C. Rovelli arxiv 1803.06330



Transition



Planck Start Tunneling Time, Christodoulou. et. al., arxiv 1605.05268v3 

Characteristic time scales, Christodoulou, d'Ambrosio, arxiv 1801.03027

Timescale



What is the next approach?



What could it mean/where could we find 
effects?
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